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School: a beautiful place to stay
We offer what you are expecting from a beautiful city 
like Florence. italianme is the innovative Italian 
language school in via Tornabuoni, one of the most 
prestigious streets in the heart of Florence’s historic 
center.
Group: maximum 8 students
Maximum 8 students per class. Only the small group 
can guarantee a personalized and good lesson.
Teaching approach: innovative and effective
Grammar through communication. Our approach is 
practical hands-on and carefully tailored to your 
needs. All the teachers are certified for teaching 
Italian as L2.

Lesson: modernity comes into the classroom
The lessons, thanks to cutting edge technology as 
tablets and screens, are always dynamic, enjoyable, 
appropriate to your learning style.
Course: tailor-made on you
You will be the protagonist of the learning process. 
You can create your course following your interests, 
combining the Italian language with much more. You 
can start when you prefer and for the amount of 
weeks you like.
Free time: full of cultural and social activities
Guided tours in Florence, cooking classes, trips and 
excursions in Tuscany, art classes, wine tasting are 
included; an important part of the learning process.

WHY ITALIANME?


 


A real Italian experience in the heart of Florence
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Our students on a class activity!
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An innovative approach
italianme fosters a new way of studying Italian in 
Florence. The students will have a pleasant and 
natural full- immersion in the Italian language and 
Culture.
A personalized teaching
Our teaching method is based on the student’s 
personal motivation and on her or his learning 
abilities. With our Italian language courses 
customised to their interests, we will encourage all 
students to be the protagonist of the learning 
process.
Discover the Italian inside you
We offer an unforgettable  experience to learn Italian 
in Florence. We accompany our students to 
experience the study of the Italian language not 
simply as a goal to be achieved, but as a process 
that aims, through contact with language and culture, 
to acquire a “new identity“. They will become 
”citizens of Florence” and be able to bring Italy with 
themselves throughout the world.
A school with a view
Our Italian language school in Florence is the best 
the city can offer: spacious and comfortable, set on 
two floors with 10 classrooms, furnished in both a 
modern and functional style. You will find comfortable 
communal spaces, all with free wi-fi. Moreover, to 
make the experience truly unique, italianme gives 
the students the opportunity to access the rooftop 
terrace owned by the “Residenza d’Epoca Antica 
Torre di Via Tornabuoni 1”, where they can relax 
whilst enjoying the stunning view across the city of 
Florence. 
A dynamic learning
The italianme language teaching method derives 
from the most modern theories of communication, 
which emphasize lexical competence. At italianme, 
students discover the Italian language in a pleasant 
and natural way, for the learning process is carefully 
tailored to their particular circumstances and learning 
goals. In each Italian language course and at every 
level, our teachers use Italian language in class. 

Beside a textbook, the teachers will use audio visual 
material and the most modern technologies all 
throughout the course, to make the interaction 
between students and teachers always motivating, 
friendly and relaxing.
To support the study at home, students will receive 
an email every day to review all the lesson built in 
class and can use the audiovisual materials of the 
textbook used in class.
A welcoming environment
Our classes hold no more than 8 students, because 
we believe that only a small group can give each 
student the appropriate and welcoming space for an 
active and effective learning. We believe that a small 
sized classroom combines the advantage of a group 
class with the benefits of 1:1 interaction.

ime APPROACH


  


A new way of learning Italian
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The italianme headquarters in Via Tornabuoni, one of the 
most prestigious streets in Florence.
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OUR COURSES

  

Tailor-made on your needs

ITALIAN LANGUAGE AND
CULTURE COURSE
The course is  for people focused on learning Italian 
and making the most of their Florentine stay, 
achieving the best results, combining grammar and 
communication in an ideal mix tailored to  students’ 
needs. Professional teachers will guide the students 
to learn Italian in a relaxing and wonderful setting 
supported by modern technologies.

ITALIAN LANGUAGE EVENING COURSE
The course is for people studying or working in 
Florence and for this reason prefer studying Italian 
during the evening.
The study of the language is organized around the 
needs of daily life, work and family. The lessons 
c o m b i n e a n i d e a l m i x o f g r a m m a r a n d 
communication in order to reach a sound knowledge 
of the Italian language needed to solve the problems 
you face during the day.

ITALIAN LANGUAGE 
THROUGH ART HISTORY
The course is  for people focused on learning the 
Italian language with a full immersion in the beauties 
of Italian art. Lessons are both in class and outside 
in churches, museums, gardens and squares, in an 
ideal mix of Italian language and art history. Under 
the guidance of our teachers, you will “make friends” 

with the biggest painters and their masterpieces: 
Michelangelo, Brunelleschi, Leonardo. But there will 
be time to discover new contemporary artistic 
expressions in Florence, visiting the ateliers of 
young painters and craftsmen.

INTENSIVE ITALIAN LANGUAGE + 
ART HISTORY PRIVATE CLASSES 
This course is for people who wish to combine the 
standard Italian Language and Culture course with 
their passion for art history. Each day four group 
lessons in the morning and two hours of art history 
private lessons in the afternoon. You will visit the 
main museums and monuments but you can also 
tailor-made the tours on what you are particularly 
interested in. Just define your program with our 
expert teachers.

ITALIAN IDENTITY: 
LITERATURE, HISTORY AND CINEMA 
This course is for people focused on knowing and 
deepening the various aspects of the Italian identity. 
We will refer to Italian literature, history and cinema  
to know Italy in a pleasant and original way. You can 
combine this course with an intensive one in the 
morning or, if you prefer, attend this course alone.
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Happy students!

Our teacher using cutting edge technology during class.
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ITALIAN LANGUAGE FOR BUSINESS
This course is for people focused on learning Italian 
for their business. Classes are organized around the 
needs of the students in relation to their working 
environment, combining the study of grammar and 
the practice of language in role-playing simulating 
real problems and situations they might face in their 
job: talk in Italian with clients and colleagues, write a 
commercial email, make a  phone call.

INTENSIVE ITALIAN LANGUAGE + 
BUSINESS PRIVATE CLASSES
This course is for people focused on learning Italian 
for their business. Each day four lessons in the 
morning combining grammar and communication in 
an ideal mix tailored on students’ needs, in a 
relaxing and pleasant atmosphere, using the latest 
technology.
In the afternoon, private classes tailor made to your 
needs to help you to be more fluent in Italian.

ITALIAN LANGUAGE THROUGH FOOD 
AND WINE EXPERIENCE
It is for people interested in learning the Italian 
language through the wonders of Tuscan and Italian 
food and wine. The experience we offer to our 
students include: cooking classes, wine and oil 
tastings, thematic tours to discover the excellence of 
Tuscan food and wine. Under the guide of your 
teacher, chefs, and expert in the food and wine 
sector, you will learn Italian in a relaxing and 
pleasant atmosphere, through a top quality 
experience.

INTENSIVE ITALIAN LANGUAGE +
COOKING CLASSES
These classes are for people interested in Italian 
food, who wish to combine the standard language 
course in the morning with practical cooking lessons 
in the evening.
You can learn how to cook the Italian and Florentine 
traditional recipes in one of the best known 
Florentine cooking school and under the supervision 
of an experienced Italian chef. After preparing the 
dishes, you will enjoy the dinner with your friends in 
a relaxing Italian atmosphere. With this taste of the 
Italian culinary culture you will be able to offer your 
friends and family in your home country a typical 
Italian menu, recreating a true Italian dinner!

ITALIAN LANGUAGE PRIVATE LESSONS  
 
Learning Italian in Florence with a private teacher is 
ideal for those who want to attend a tailor made 
course. For short or long periods, you may 
customize the study of the language and choose the 
number of hours you prefer agreeing the time with 
your teacher. In this way you will be able to study 
Italian with one of our qualified teachers and 
participate in the selection of the course content. 
You will choose together with your teacher the areas 
of specific interest to be discussed to suits your 
needs, always in a relaxed and pleasant setting.
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Daniela, one of our teachers!

Maria Florencia at the cooking class with Chef Francesco.
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ITALIAN LANGUAGE FOR MUSIC AND
THEATER LOVERS
This course is for classical music and theatre 
enthusiasts and for people working in this field.
This course, tailored to the students’ interests, will 
be structured around the comprehension of opera 
librettos and opera’s evolution and history of the 
theatre. A big part of the course will be dedicated to 
Italian Opera, which was especially developed here 
in Florence. italianme, in the afternoon, organizes 
tours to the major old and modern Florentine 
theaters and also to the craftsmen’s “botteghe” 
where they still create magical scenes. You can 
learn all the backstage secrets!

ITALIAN LANGUAGE  FOR 
OPERA SINGERS
This course is designed for foreign students studying 
opera singing in Italy or in other countries. Lessons, 
held by a professional teacher of lyric singing, are 
built on students’ specific needs, and they contain 
the following subjects: diction and phonetics, study 
of the ”libretto” language in its diachronic and literary 
dimension, and guided paths on drama and opera 
roles. Beyond the theoretical and vocalic-rhetorical 
aspects, the course offers a full view and a deep 
study of the music and theatre world in Florence and 
Italy.
italianme, in the afternoon, organizes tours to the 
major old and modern Florentine theaters and also 
to the craftsmen’s “botteghe” where they still create 
magical scenes. Furthermore, it will be possible to 
attend the general rehearsals of the Teatro 
dell’Opera di Firenze, when the theatre program 
allows it.

ITALIAN LUNCH WITH THE TEACHER
You will learn Italian and progress in your 
communication skills while enjoying the delights of 
the Italian cuisine and practicing the Italian language 
in a pleasant way. Together with your teacher you 
will taste the Tuscan cuisine,  in a typical restaurant 
or in a traditional Florentine trattoria.

PREPARATORY COURSE FOR 
ITALIAN LANGUAGE CERTIFICATION
This course is for those who need a certification for 
work or study reasons or simply want to test their 
knowledge of the Italian language to reach an 
important goal.
The lessons are structured to help the students 
become familiar with the exam papers, focusing on 
strengthening the four skills: reading, writing, 
listening and speaking. The student, under the 
guidance of our skilled teachers, will be lead to 
identify the areas of greatest weakness to recover 
the gaps and prepare for the best at overcoming the 
examination. Through a careful, personalized and 
professional job, the preparation for the exam could 
become a guarantee of success.
Classes are in small groups or individually, with a 
flexible schedule following the students’ needs.

ITALIAN LANGUAGE AND ART
italianme offers, in partnership with some of the 
most well known Art School in Florence, a program 
combining Italian language with art and design.  
After studying at italianme, the students will be part 
of the atmosphere of a real “bottega”, located in the 
historic center of Florence. You will be able to 
participate in lessons as drawing, designing, 
photograph, painting, fresco, decorative painting and 
much more always on your choice.

ITALIAN LANGUAGE COURSE 
VIA SKYPE
If you would like to study Italian but you can't travel 
to Florence, no worries, italianme is still accessible 
to you! With a Skype account, you can do it online, 
talk with your teacher from the distance: you will be 
able to study from home or from your office on a 
flexible schedule. All course materials will be 
prepared on the basis of your personal skills and 
tailor made on you.
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Evening classes with Andrea and Emi.

CC, Kodai, Nika and Misaki ready for the class!
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A man-sized city
Florence is the ideal city to spend a study holiday: a 
medium size city, with a wonderful historic centre. It 
is considered an open air museum and it offers a 
wide range of choices in the field of culture, food, 
wine and scenery. Less than two hours by train from 
Rome, Milan, Venice, it is crucial point to discover 
Italy and the Italian way of life.

A rich program of activities
Sport, culture or social: all our activities will be the 
occasion to share unforgettable moments with 
friends and practice the language in a relaxed and 
stimulating atmosphere. Some activities are free, 
others offered at a reasonable price and all are 
guided by an italianme teacher. We organize an 
exclusive weekly program for our students during 
afternoons , evenings or weekends. This program will 
include:
Guided tours to monuments, churches, museums, art 
galleries, theaters, ancient villas, contemporary art 
exhibitions.
Field trips outside Florence to discover the Tuscan 
landscape, medieval villages and important sites like 
Siena, Lucca, San Gimignano. 
Shows and concerts at Teatro dell'Opera di Firenze 
and Teatro della Pergola.
Practical lessons of drawing, painting, jewelry. 
Guided tours to wineries in the famous Chianti area.
Dinners in the most famous Florentine restaurants 
where the idea of “slow food” was born, to discover 
the real tuscan dishes.
Cooking lessons. 
Cinema evenings to deepen the knowledge of the 
Italian culture through Italian films and to develop 
your comprehension skills. 
Conferences and lectures. 
Social activities.

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

 

 


Florence at its best

Standard Sample Program
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Afternoon in Chianti!
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ACCOMMODATION

  


Your home in Florence

We can help you find what you need
We understand how important it is to combine a good 
school with the best accommodation. It is our priority 
to select only the best accommodations to offer to 
our students, seeking personally and constantly 
checking the quality of the solutions proposed. 
You may choose from different options: shared or 
independent apartment, homestay, hostel, B&B, 
hotel. If you want to stay at the “Residenza d'Epoca 
Antica Torre di Via de' Tornabuoni n.1”, located in the 
same building of the school, ask the secretary about 
our facilities. 

Homestay 
This is the ideal solution for students who want to live 
directly the experience of the local daily life in a 
Florentine family. Living with a family you can make 
friendship with your hosts and practice the language 
in a relaxing and pleasant atmosphere. Naturally 
each family has its own habits and maybe it will take 
a few days to settle in, but this will be for sure an 
interesting experience! 
There is a wide range of Florentine families offering 
homestay to foreign students. Some of them consist 
of young or elder couples, with or without children, 
some are single parents families, others are 
composed of a widow living alone. You may not be 
the only guest in the family, but this enriches your 
experience, and your hosts will make sure you are 
happy and comfortable in their family. 

Half board: breakfast and dinner are included, during 
weekdays and weekends, but you can't use the 
host’s kitchen to prepare your meals. 
Breakfast: Your host will serve you a typical Italian 
breakfast during all week, but you can’t use the 
host's kitchen to prepare your meals. 
Use of kitchen: you can use the host's kitchen to 
prepare your meals, according to the rules and habits 
of the house. You will have to buy your own food, but 
you will be given room to store it. 

Shared flat 
This is the ideal solution for students who want to be 
more independent, living in an apartment together 
with other Italian or foreign students. You will have 
freedom and you won’t have to join the family life, but 
you will have to respect different habits of people 
coming from different countries. It is possible you 
change your housemate more than once during your 
stay. 

Independent flat 
This solution is for people who prefer more privacy 
and independence. There is a wide range of choices: 
studios or small flats for 2 or 3 people, all furnished 
and fully equipped. We don’t managed independent 
flats directly, but through selected agencies 
specialized in real estate for international students.
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Stunning view from the school's rooftop terrace (owned by Residenza d'Epoca Antica Torre di via Tornabuoni 1)
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FAQ 

How to enroll? 
The complete enrolment process is done online. If 
you have any questions before or during the 
submission of the application or if you need further 
explanations, send us an e-mail and we will respond 
as soon as possible, including a custom quote. When 
we receive your enrolment form, with a proof of the 
payment of the registration fee (€ 50) and of the 30% 
of the entire due of your course, we will send you a 
letter of confirmation and all the information you 
need.

When does the next course start? 
It is possible to start your course every Monday, 
except for absolute beginners, who can start every 
two Mondays. Consult the courses calendar for more 
information.

Which is the course schedule? 
The courses schedule in the morning are from 9:30 
am to 12:45 pm with 15 minutes break from 11:00 to 
11:15 am.
The evening courses are from 5:30/6:00 pm to 
7:30/8:00 pm.
The individual lessons have a flexible schedule.

How many students are there in a class? 
Each class has a maximum of 8 students.

What am I expected to do the first day of  
my course? 
We will be waiting for you at 8:30 at the secretary of 
the school on the 2nd floor. italianme staff will 
welcome you and it will give you all the information 
necessary.

Are the lesson material included in the price 
of the course? 
Books and other documents the teacher will give you 
during the lesson are provided by the school. 

Is there a Wi-Fi connection in the school? 
There is a free WI-FI connection in the classrooms 
and in all the common areas of the school. First and 
after your course you could use the common spaces, 
the library or the classrooms to study, relax or work 
with your laptop.

Which certificates do students obtain? 
At the end of the course, students receive a 
certificate of attendance that indicates the level of the 
attended course.

Which are the activities for the free time 
organized by the school? 
Tuscany and Florence offer an almost limitless 
variety of activities, so italianme offers a very special 
range of them.
For example:
• Historic and artistic guided tours;
• Italian movies at school in the afternoon;
• Day or half-day trips to the beautiful surroundings;
• Dinners at typical Italian “trattorie”;
• Tours to wine cellars in the wonderful Chianti;
• …. and much, much more!!
Each month the school will provide you a calendar of 
activities.

How can I reach the school? 
The school is in Via Tornabuoni n.1, very close to 
Ponte Vecchio and 5 minute walk from Duomo and 
Palazzo Vecchio. The reception is on the 2nd floor.
Coming from Florence’s main train station Santa 
Maria Novella (SMN) to reach the school take Via 
Panzani, turn right in Via dei Rondinelli, go straight 
and walk along Via Tornabuoni. A few steps before 
the bridge you will find # 1 on your right-hand side. It 
takes about 5 minutes.
Coming from Pisa’s Airport Galileo Galilei, you can 
catch a train from Pisa’s central Station or take a bus 
which connects the Airport to Firenze’s Santa Maria 
Novella station.
Coming from Florence’s airport Amerigo Vespucci (or 
commonly known as Peretola) you can take a taxi or 
a VOLAINBUS ATAF bus to Santa Maria Novella 
station, either way, you will be  in the center in 20-30 
minutes.
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www.italianme.it

italianme
Via Tornabuoni 1 
50123, Florence (FI), IT
Phone/Fax:+39 055 274 1464
Email:  info@italianme.it
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